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Abstract: A continuous Rouse chain model is used to calculate the solution 
properties of the linear chain polymer. Correlation function of the tangential 
vectors taken along segments of the chain, which is used to calculate the 
complex viscosity of the solution, is derived by two different methods; 
Langevin equation method and path integral method. This model calculation 
gives us the results consistent with those obtained by the previous theory 
for the Rouse chain model (a discrete model). 
S 1. Introduction 
Macromolecules play an important role in chemical technology and indeed 
in biologyl'~ Here, we concentrate on one aspect, the dynamics of polymer 
in solution. A macromolecule is called a linear chain polymer when a number 
of chemical units (monomer units) are connected linearly, i.e. (A) - (A) - (A)-
-(A) where (A) is a chemical unit. A polymer chain in solution incessantly 
change both its shape and position randomly by thermal agitation(Brownian 
motion). If every monomer unit is connected by universal joints and can 
rotate freely around each connecting points, the whole chain molecule is 
quite flexible and the distribution function of the end-to-end distance of the 
molecule is given by the Gaussian function3. This is also the case for the 
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submolecules (segments) of a long polymer chain; each submolecule behaves 
as a flexible chain with Gaussian distribution if they consist of many 
monomer units. 
The Rouse chain is a mechanical model: N beads are connected by the 
harmonic spring where the bead and the spring stand for mass and the 
mechanical behavior (e.g. elastic response of a submolecule to stress exerted 
by neighboring submolecules) of the submolecule, respectively (see Fig. 1). 
The way how we may divide whole chain into submolecules is quite arbitrary, 
and then, solution properties of the model should not rely on N. To get 
rid of this ambiguity concerning on N, we use continuous Rouse chain model 
defined in the limit of a large number of beads and springs for the Rouse 
chain model. 
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Fig. I The Rouse chain model 
In section 2, the equation of motion of the chain is solved by the Fourier-
series expansions to obtain correlation functions of the amplitudes of each 
normal modes. The end-to-end distance and the radius of the gyration of 
the chain are calculated in section 3. The viscoelastic behavior of the chain 
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is investigated in section 4 where the complex viscosity of the solution is 
calculated. In section 5, the diffusion equation of the distribution function 
of the chain is derived through the path integral formulation in quantum 
mechanics. Finally, the validity of the model is discussed in section 6. 
S 2. Dynamios Of A Continuous ROuse Chain model 
2-1 . Lagrangi an 
As we have seen in the previous section, a linear polymer chain can be 
represented by a set of beads connected by elastic springs. 
Let ri(t) be the position vector of the i-th bead (i=1,..., N) at time t. 
The kinetic energy T and the potential energy U of the chain are given by 
T m N a ri(t) 2 (2_1 ) ,=0 )=- ~(2 at ' 
and 
N-l 
U T r~+1(t)~Ti(t) , ( 2-2 ) 
respectively, where m is the mass of the submolecule (segment), and k is the 
elastic constant of the spring. Then, the Lagrangian, La' of the chain is 
given by 
La =T-U 
m N a ri (t) N~l = - ~ ( ) - ~ [r0+1(t)~r (t) k ~ J. 2 =0 a t ~ ( 2~3 ) 
Let us consider a continuous Rouse chain model defined in the limit of 
large numbers of beads and springs for the discrete Rouse model; the segment 
number i becomes the continuous variable s (O < s <L), where s is a parameter 
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specifying the position of each point measured along the chain and L is 
the contour length of the chain; the conformation of a polymer chain can 
be defined by a continuous differentiable space curve, r = r (s, t). The kinetic 
energy, T, and the potential energy, U, of the chain are given by 
T= Je- foL( ) ' (2~4) ar 2 d s 2 at 
and 
fc L ar ~2 ds, (2~5) =- fo (U 2 as / 
respectively, where p is the average density of a monomer and K is the 
elastic constant of the unit length of the chain. Then, the Lagrangian, La' 
is written as 
p L ar ~2ds /c L ar ~2ds (2~6) La ~ at ) as ) ' -7 
2-2. Langevin equation 
Applying the variation principle to the Lagrangian. ~a' (2~6), we have 
the equation of motion of the chain, 
a 2r a zr P at2 - 'cas2 (2~7) O, 
where use is made of the free boundary condition; 
[ = [ I = -J 'c as 'c as (2~8) O O, and 
In solution a chain polymer is pushed incessantly by random force from 
solvent molecules and feels viscous resistance. Then, the equation (2-7) 
must be replaced by the following equation; 
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a2r a2r +~ ar _ 2 = ' ' (2_9) P at2 Icas F (s t) at 
where ~ is the friction coefficient of the segment (bead), and F(s, t) is the 
random force; for spherical segments, ~ = 6 7r 7sa, where 7s rs the viscosity 
coefficient of the medium and a is a radius of the segment. The relaxation 
time estimated for the inertia term is too small to be detectable for the type of 
experiments we are considering in this article. With neglect of this term, the 
equation (2-9) now becomes 
~ a r a 2r (2_10) F (s, t). at -lcas2 ~ 
It will be more convenient for further calculations if equation (2-10) is 
rewritten as 
~ a u a 2 u (2_11) F '(s, t) , at -/c as2 ~ 
where u (s, t) is a tangential vector of the space curve, r = r (s, t), and 
F '(s, t) is the derivative of the random force with respect to s; 
U (s, t) = and F '(s, t) = as ' as 
respectively. Now, Iet us assume that the random force is subject to the 
Gaussian stochastic process with white spectrum; 
<Fi(s, t)Fi(s', t')> = 2 ~k T6.. ~ (s - s') ~ (t t) . B ~j (i, j = x, y, z) (2-13) 
where Fi (t) is the i-th component of the random force, kB is the Boltzmann 
constant and T is the temperature of the solution; 6 ij rs the Kronecker's 
delta, and ~ (s - s') and ~ (t - t') are Dirac's delta functions. The free 
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boundary condition (2-8) is now rewritten as, 
u (O,t) = u (L,t) = O . (2-8') 
As equation (2-11) is linear, both of the quantities u (s, t) and F '(s, t) in 
the equation may be expanded in the Fourier series in the range, ~L<s<L, 
" n" =~,u (s, t) q '(n, t)e L (2-14) n=-" 
" l"" F (s, t)= ~ B '(14, t)e L , (2-15) 
n=-= 
･ , =- f:L , ~ u (s t)e L sds , q (1Pt t) ~~ (2~16) 
1 L - ~* , , =- f_L , , L ds F (s t)e 
where the quantities u (s, t) and F '(s, t) are extended as odd functions; 
(2-18) u (s, t)= - u (-s, t), and F '(s, t)= - F '(-s, t). 
Substituting eq. (2-18) into eqs. (2~16) and (2-17), we obtain the following 
relations, 
q '(n, t)= - q ( n t) q *(n, t)= q '*(-n, t), (2-19) 
and 
B (14 t)= - B '(- Io, t) B *(n t) B *( 14 t) (2-20) 
where q '* (1e, t) and B '* (14, t) are complex conjugates to q '(10, t) and B '(n, t), 
respectively. 
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Making use of the tangential vector, U (s, t), the position vector, r (s t) of 
the point on the chain polymer is given by 
= fos r (s, t) u (s', t) ds'. (2-21) 
Then, 
r (O, t)=0, and r (L, t)= R (t), (2-22) 
where R (t) is the end-to-end vector of the polymer. Making use of eqs. (2-17), 
(2-13) and (2-12), we obtain the correlation function of B '(1e,t), 
~ kBT * n'T 2 <~~(n, t) Bj (m, t')> = L ( ) " (2~23) ~eJ ~nm ~ (  t  L 
and an equation for the amplitude (normal mode coordlnate) q (1e t) 
~ d q '(n, t)+ /c (nL7r 2 q '(n, t) B (14 t) (2-24) 
The solution of eq. (2~24) may be written as 
* q (1e t) 2 7r d (e; e B '(tl' t')e dt'. i ~ a' t+ /c (,?2, ~ /L)2 -~ -* 
( 2-25 ) 
Making use of eq. (2~23), we obtain the correlation functron of the 
amplitude, q '(u, t), 
* <qi'(n, O) qj'(m, t)> 
" l ff , -,"" 1 1 2 _ dcod(e' e =(27r ) 2 i ~ co '+/c (m 7r /L)2 i ~ co+1c (n7r/L) -" 
= * -* ~t'+* ~ "~ ffX <B'. (n, t')B'. (m, t")>e dt' dt" -* ~ j 
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~kBT u7r 2 ~ ~ . e~'"t " = 27rL ( L ) ' f 2 2 ~ co +/c (nlt/L) dco nm ~f _~ 
2/cL exp -~(LnJ~) 2 It I J~ ~ .. . (2-26) ~ L nm ~j 
S 3. End-tO-end Distance and The Radius of GyratiOn Of The Chain 
Polymer 
Let us consider the correlation function of U (s, t) 
C (s, s')=< u (s, t) u (s', t)>. (3-1) 
Substituting eq. (2~14) into eq. (3~1), we have 
" " . n7c s ) sin ('mlt . ) *, , (C(s s')=4 ~ ~r < q '(n t) q (m t)> sm L n=0 m=0 
~ sin(1Pl~ s) sm(n~ ) 
/c L n=0 
which enables us to calculate the mean-square end-to-end distance <R2> of 
the chain polymer, 
ff oL <R2>=< r (L, t) r (L, t)>= < u (s, t) u (s', t)> ds ds' 
24 k BT = 2 3 kB T L. (3-3) L /c L (2n+1) 7r 'c n=0 
The constant 
lc 
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is known as the statistical bond length of the polymer chain. The mean-
square end-to-end distance is then given by 
<R2> = b2L , (3-5) 
which is consistent with the results for flexible chain polymer like the 
Rouse chain model3 (discrete model). 
Since the position vector of the center of mass of the polymer may be 
defined as 
1 L G = f r (t) ,L o r (s', t) ds', (3-6) 
we obtam the mean square radius of gyration <s2> of the chain polymer 
<s >= I L 2 ds J ' r (s', t) - r G L o 
_ I rL 2 1 L 2 ･- fo l < r (s', t)>ds <[ - 7 Jo L r (s', t) ds' > 
3kB T kB T L - TL = L (3-7) ~ 2/c 2/c ' lc 
The continuous Rouse chain model also gives us a well known relatron 
between <R2> and <s2>, 
1 <s > = ~ <R > (3-8) 
which is usually valid for flexible charn molecules without the effect of 
excluded volume. 
S 4. Complex Viscosity 
Polymer solutions have 
Coeff ioient 
very inter sting mechanical properties; in 
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these materials have both viscosity and elasticity and hence are called 
viscoelastic. In this section, Iet us consider these dynamic properties of 
polymer solutions. 
Suppose a polymer chain is immersed in the fluid with velocity gradient 
varying periodically, Langevin equation (2-10) now becomes 
a2r _ ~a r _ ~Gel(uotr- /c as2 (4~1) F (s, t), at 
where G is a velocity gradient tensor, 
OOO 
OOO 
and (o o is the angular frequency of the shear flow (see Fig. 2). 
Eq. (4~1) may be solved in a similar way as discussed in section 2. 
Then, Iet us rewrite eq. (4-1) into the expression with respect to the tangential 
vector, u (s, t), of the segment; 
x 
o 
z 
~f 
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~ a U a 2 U F '(s, t), (4-3) ~Gelcoot u at - Icas2 
Substituting eqs. (2-14) and (2-15) into eq. (4-3), we obtain x and y 
component, q~(n, t) and q,(n, t), of the amplitude (normal coordinate) vector, 
q '(n, t); 
~ qx (n, t) 27T d (ve Bx (n t)e l~t' dt' *wt _* i ~ (,,+ /c ( n 7r/ L )2 -* (~-4) 
1 *<~t 1 = f f B'y (n, t')e ' "t dt', qy(n, t) 27r d ((' e i~(v+/c ( n 7T/L )2 ---~ 
f__= d co e f = -27r 2 * B~(,e,t')e *((" (o l~<v+/e( n 7r/L ) I~(*v-'"o )+,c(n 7r/L ) _ 
( 4-5 ) 
The increase in viscosity due to the presence of polymers is usually 
expressed by the intrinsic viscosrty defined by 
[7] = Iim li~L (4_6) c~-o c~ 7s ' 
where ~s and 7 are vlscosrtres of pure solvent and of polymer solution 
with c~, the weight of the polymer m the unit volume of soluition, respectively. 
The intrinsic viscosity is one of thebasic solution properties of polymer and is 
calculated for many models by many authors3 ; for the continuous Rouse 
chain model adopted in this article, it should be given by 
, foL _ NA [ 7 1 7 s Mge "ot <(A'ey)(r'ex)> ds . (4~7) 
where NA is the Avogadros number.M is the molecular weight of the polymer 
and e x and e are unit vectors taken along x-axis and y-axis, respectively; y 
furthermore. A (s, t) is the frictional force exerted on the fluid by the 
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segnrent, which is given by 
A (s, t) = -~ a r + ~ G e'("o r (4-8) at 
Substitution of eq. (4-1) into eq. (4-8) Ieads to another expression of 
A (s, t), 
a2r A (s, t) = - ~ /c as2 ' (4~9) F (s, t) 
Then the correlation of the y-component of frictional force, A (s, t), and 
the x-coordinate of the position vector, r (s, t), which appears in eq. (4-7), 
may be given by 
<Ay (s,t) x(s,t')> 
4 /c um~ <q,(1Pl' t)q'*x(m, t')>cos /m 7r ~ J (4_10)  )[ = ~ n7c s cos ~ L s ) -1 . L ~=0 ~=0 
Substituting eqs. (4-4) and (4-5) into eq. (4-10) and making use of the 
correlation function (2-23) of the amplitude, B (n, t), we obtain 
<Ay (s, t) x(s, t)> 
" *~ot 2kBT n 7r le 7r s ) -11 (4-11) ( ge cos 2~'c (vtL7r )2 cos Ls L / J L ~=0 ico0+ 
Thus the complex intrinsic viscosity is obtained as 
[Gl]._ RT " T (4_12) [ 7 l=[ 7sl l~ (vo i (,,o tn +1 ' l M7 s n=0 
where R is the gas constant, [ 7sl I is the real part of the complex viscosity, 
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[ G I I is also the real part of the complex rigidity and Tle are the relaxation 
tinres given by 
) = ( . n 2/c n7r 
The zero frequency Intnnsic viscosity, [ 7 l(v 0=0' is obtained as 
[7sl I 0== RT ~ " ~RT 2 (4_14) [ L IJ2= ~ 12M ~ s 'c L (,, o M?s2,c l~7c ~=1 
Making use of the statistical bond length defined in eq. (3~L), we get the 
well-known relation, 
_ NAb2 ~ L2 (4-15) [ 7sl I (,' =0~ 36M 7s 
S 5. Diffusion Equation 
5-1. Path Integral Formulation 
The amplitude, B ' (1~, t), of random force defined in eq. (2~17) is a 
stochastic variable which has the correlation relation given in eq. (2-23). 
In this section we shall consider time evolution of this variable; and, the 
diffusion equation for the distribution function of the amplitude, q ' (n, t), 
will be derived by the path integral formulation4. 
Let us define D (n, A t, t) as the increment of B ' (14, t) during the time 
interval (t, t+ A t); for very small A t, i-th component of D (1e, A t, t) is 
given by 
'+ + * f , Di(n, A t, t) = B'i(n, t)dt ~~ B (n t) A t (5-1) 
where A t rs taken as value small enough for the approximation used in 
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eq. (5-1) to be valid and large enough if it is compared with the specific 
time interval of the micro-Brownian motion of the polymer chain. Since we 
assume that B' (n, t) obeys the Gaussian stochastic process in chapter 2, 
D (n, A t, t) is also Gaussian and satisfies the following relations; 
<Di (n, A t, t)> = O, (5-2) 
<Di (14, A t, t)D~(m, A t, t)> = ~ kB T 2 A t 6nm ~ .. (5~3) ( ) le7T cj' L L 
From eqs. (5-2) and (5-3), we may obtarn the drstnbutron functron of 
D (u. A t, t) as 
1lr[ Di(fc, A t, t) I = C exp IDi(n. At,t)1' (5_4) 
2 k T/ n 7r~2At L ¥L) 
where C is a normalization constant. 
Let us consider the time evolution of B ' (u,t) which starts at time tl and 
ends at t2 ; We divide this interval (t I , t 2 ) into smaller intervals each of 
which has same length, A t. The way how value of B' (n, t) changes is given 
as a stochastic path during this interval (see Fig.3). Transition probability, 
Pr(n, tl : t2 ), of B (u t) along this partrcular path dunng the mterval (tl t2) 
is then given by the product of distribution functions, as 
Pr (n,tl :t2 )= Ig~[Di (u, At,tl ) 11~r[Di (n. At t + A t) l 
lg~ [Di (1Pl. A t,t2 - A t) l 
= [ I B~(n tl + I A t) 11 2At] (t 2 -t I )lA' A exp L ( L ¥2 ~ ･･ , (5-5) ~~ ~ kB T~ lo 7r/ l=0 
where A is a normallzatron constant In the limrt of small A t we obtaln 
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Taking into account of all possible paths, 
G (n, tl : t2), for the amplitude, B ' (n, t), 
of a Continuous Rouse Chain m Solutron 
) ftl J t2 2 1 B; (n,t) [ 2dt , (5-6) 
we obtain the transition probability, 
in path integral form, 
t2 
tl 
direction of 
the evolution 
G(u, tl 
where 
Fig'3 A Path in the time evolutiOn of B ' (n, t) 
f [ t2)No exp 2~ kBT nL7r)2 tz I B Ii(n, t) l L f
L / L~2 l ::= [f No exp - ~ kBT~ n 7r / J(Path) J d(Path)' 
No is a normalizatiOn constant, and J (Path) is the 
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given by 
f t2 r J(path)= tl La L c '(n, t), q '(1a;, t);t Jl dt (5-8) 
wrth Lagrangian, La 
1 = d '(n, t), q '(n, t); t = ~l B (n t) I (5-9) L a La 
and c (n,t) = ;t q (n,t) . 
SubStituting eq. (2~24) into eq. (5-9), we obtaln 
[ c ･(u,t), q '(u,t);t =1 Ie 7T~2 q (nt) 2 d La ~ dt q (14t)+,c ~ ･ L / ' ( 5-10 ) 
Let us de_fine the "momentum", ~ (n, t), which is conjugate to the amplitude, 
i. e. "position", q ' (1e, t) 
a La d ~ ('e t) a ~(n, t)= dt ' Ie, t +/c ( Ie7r 2 q ' (n, t) , (5-11) ) q ( ) ¥L 
and 
~* (1e, t) = - ~ (1pl t) (5-12) 
Then Hanultoman H rs obtarned m terms of ~ (n t) and q '(1Pl't), as 
H = ~ (n, t) ' c (n, t) - La 
J } ( ) . =- 2~ (1e, t) I ~ ('4, t) + 2 ~ ,c 2 q '(n, t) (5-13) 
5-2. Diffusion Equation 
Compared with discussion the path integral formulation for a particle under 
harmonic potential given in quantum mechanics and that in the previous 
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section, we notice that the following relations exist; 
Quantum Mechanics Polymer Theory 
27r . L ( L ~2 h I ~ ~ kBT~ n7r ) 
x q '(14, t) 
p ~ (n, t) According to the theory by Sait6 and Namiki4, we obtain ~ (u, t) in the 
srmilar "quantized" form, 
_ ~ kBT(u7T ~2 a ~ (n, t) - - L l¥ L ) a q '(1e, t) ' (5~14) 
Furthermore, the Schrddinger equation in quantum mechanics ( ~ , the wave 
f unction), 
.h a 12 7r a t ~ H ~ (5-15) 
corresponds to the diffusion equation in the present theory. Substituting 
eq. (5~14) into eq. (5-13), we obtain 
a a _ kB T ( Io 7r~2 2,c L , a [ ,- l a tw--2~ L ¥ L ) ' kBT q (5-16) w, aq aq 
from eq. (5~15), where w is the distribution function of the amplitude, 
q '(1e, t)'. From eq. (5-16), we obtain the equilibrium distribution function 
lr /c L j/2 ,c L l q '(,e,t)12 . f,q [ q '(1e, t) l= )exp - (5-17) kBT kB T 
Since the Green function which satisfies eq. (5-16) is given by 
g ( q '(n, t), t ; q '(1e O) O) 
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=( 7r A n) 3/2 exp - I t} . /c n~ ' 1 [- J I q' (14, t) - q' (n, O)exp{ --( ) 2 ~ L A n ( 5-18 ) 
where 
'c L I exp{ 2~/c (nL7r )2t}] . = [~ -
The transition probability, G [ { q ' (n, t)},t; { q ' (n, O)},oj, from the initial state 
given by a set of amplitudes, { q ' (n,O)}, to the final state by { q ' (u,t)} is 
obtained for all amplitudes, as 
G [{ q '(1e,t)}, t; { q '(n, O)}, Ol 
3 2 exp ;t q' (14, t) - q' (n, O)exp{ -- --( ) 1 lc 147r 2t}[- J 2=ll 
n ( 5-20 ) 
Then, the distribution function, W [{ q ' (n, t)}, t; { q ' (n, O)}, OI, for all 
amplitudes, { q ' (n, t)}, is given by 
VVl{ q '(n,t)},t; { q '(n,O)}, O]=F,q[{ q '(1e,t)}jGI{ q '(n,t)},t;{ q '(n,O)},O], 
( 5-2 1 ) 
where F,, [{ q (n t)}] rs the equilibrrum drstnbution function for all 
amplitudes, { q ' (u, t)}, 
II , f,q[ q '(14, t)l F,q[{ q '(n, t)}]= (5-22) " 
The distribution function, W [{ q ' (1Pt, t)}, t; { q ' (n, O)}, O], enables us to 
calculate various correlation functions for the amplitude, q ' (u,t); for example 
< q '(n,O)q '*(n,t)~ = 3kBT 2t] ~ nm ~( IeLlr [ 2 /c L exp 
w 
and 
< q '(u,t) q '*(m,t)~ =< q (n O) q '*(m,0~ = 3kB T ~ w 2/c L Iem' w - 72 -
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Eq. (5-23) corresponds to eq. (2-26) if the latter is summed up for all 
components. In this way, the path integral method gives us the same results 
as those obtained by the Langevin equation method. 
S 6. Conclusion 
The continuous Rouse chain model is purely a mathematical model, which 
should be adopted in the case of completely flexible linear polymer chains. 
We used Fourier-series expansion method to solve the Langevin equation of 
motion of this particular chain model; for different models like stiff chains, 
for example, we have to find firstly the complete orthonormal set of eigen-
functions of the quation of motion for the normal mode analysis5,6. Once such 
ideal set of functions is obtained, we have two ways to calculate the correlation 
functions of the amplitude of normal modes as shown in this article; Both 
methods . Langevin equation method and path integral method, are complements 
each of the,other, and should be usedto calculate the solution properties of linear 
polymer chains. 
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